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Chain transformations in Mayer chain complexes
by

Sze-tsen Hu

New Orleans

1. Introduction 1 )

The development of topology in the last two decades has been
marked by the important rôle played by the obstruction methods
in the theory of continuous maps and that of fibre bundles. Owing
to some intrinsic difficulties of both theories, the obstruction
methods have been successfully applied so far only to yield various
particular results. There are drawbacks to the general solution
of the extension and classification problem in both theories
named above.

In a recent paper [2] 2 ) Eilenberg and MacLane have used the
obstruction method to study the chain transformations of abstract
complexes with operators, whence they deduced their celebrated
determination of the n-th cohomology group of a space X by means
of homotopy invariants under the hypothesis that nq(X) = 0
(1 q  n). For chain transformations, the drawbacks mentioned
disappear and the obstruction method works satisfactorily to
produce general theorcms with proofs much simpler than the usual
homotopy arguments which are familiar to topologists in this
field. This confirms the old belief that homology arguments should
be easier than homotopy ones and hence more elegant.
The object of the present paper is to establish a general theory

of extension and homotopy classification of chain transformations
by means of the obstruction methods. To make our investigations
as general as possible, we consider Mayer chain complexes with a
group W as operators and their equivariant chain transformations.
By taking W to be the group which consists of a single element,
one can easily deduce as corollaries the corresponding assertions

1) This work was done under contract N7-onr-434, Task Order III, Navy
Department, Office of Naval Research, U.S.A.

2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography.
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for complexes without operators. Both materials and arguments
are purely algebraic throughout the paper. No topology will be
considered in the sequel.
The sections 220137 are preliminary. A brief account of the

définitions and constructions for Mayer chain complexes ana-
logous to those of el6sure finite abstract complexes given by
Eilenberg [1] will be sketched.

The main part of the theory is stated in §§ 8201314 with Theorems
11.7 and 14.7 as our main theorems. Most of the notions and results

are suggested by the analogous ones given by the author in his
work on continuous maps in topological groups, [4].

In § 15, a number of spécial cases are given. The most interesting
particular case might be the analogue of Hopf’s classification
theorem [3; 7] and the generalization of Steenrod [6]. In § 16, the
induced homomorphisms on the groups defined in § 9 are defined
for a given equivariant chain transformation. These will be found
useful when one considers the topological invariance of the groups
and invariants introduced here if the Mayer chain complex consists
of the chain groups of a finite polyhedron. In the last section we
take up the most important case of an augmentable abstract
complex.

2. Mayer chain complexes with operators

First of all, let us recall briefly the définition of a Mayer chain
complex, [5, p. 684], as follows.
A Mayer chain complex M = {C tl’ a) consists of the following

two entities:2013 (i) a séquence of abelian additive groups CQ,
(q =..., 1, 0, 1, ... ) ; and (ii), for each CI, a homomorphism

satisfying

(2.2) ÕÕ = 0.

The groups Cil = CQ(M) are called tlie (integral) chain groups and
their elements, the (integral) chains. The homomorphisms a are
called the boundary homomorphimu. The index q is called the

dimension.
When there is no danger of ambiguity, we shall use the same

symbol a to denote the boundary homomorphisms in various Mayer
chain complexes.

Let Ml and M2 be two Mayer chain complexes and let T be
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a collection of homomorphisms, one for each dimension q

T is called a chain trans f ormation T : M1 --&#x3E; Ma if

More precisely, consider the following diagram

Condition (2.4) means the two homomorphisms of Cq(M1) into
Cq-1(M2) that can be derived from the diagram are equal.
Given chain transformations r, M1-&#x3E; M2 and -r2: M2 -&#x3E; M3,

the composite transformation -r2-rl M1 -&#x3E; Ms is readily defined.
Let W be an abstract group written multiplicatively. Following

S. Eilenberg [1, p. 880], we shall say that W operates on the Mayer
chain complex M (on the left ) or that M is a Mayer chain compte
zvith operators W, provided for every w E W a chain transformation
w : M - M is given such that for every chain Cq e CQ(M)

Conditions (2.5) and (2.6) imply that for every w e W and each
dimension q, the homomorphism zo is an automorphism of CQ(M)
onto itself, i.e.

If wcg = cq for all w E W and all chains Cq, then we say that W

operates simply on M.

3. The intégral homology groups

For the sake of completeness, we shall recall the usual def ini-
tion of the (integral) homology groups of a Mayer chain complex
M = {cq, a}.
A chain cl, E Cq(M) is called a cycle if ac, = 0. The set of all

q-dimensional cycles of M is denoted by

Being the kemel of boundary homomorphism a - C. -&#x3E; Cq-1’
Zq is a subgroup of C a8
A chain cl, E C,(M) is called a boundary if there exists a chain
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cQ+1 E Q+1) such that Ca = OCq+1. The set of all q-dimensional
boundaries is denoted by

Being the image of Cq+1 under the boundary homomorphism a,
B q is a subgroup of C,,.
The following inclusion’ is an immediate consequence of (2.2):

The quotient group

is defined to be the q-dimensional (integral) ho?nology group of the
Mayer chain complex M.

4. Segregated subcomplexes

Let M = {Cq(M), o} be a Mayer chain complex with operators W.
A Mayer chain complex Mo = fCq(Mo), ôo} is called a sub-

complex of M if for each dimension q

Conditions (4.1) and (4.2) imply the following inclusion:

A subcomplex M. of M is said to be segregated (with respect
to W) if, for each wE W and each dimension q, the automorphism
w: Cq(M) = Cq(M) maps Cq(Mo) into itself, i.e.

For a segregated subcomplex Mo of M, we shall also consider W
as a group of operators of Mo.

There are two trivial segregated subcomplexes of M; namely,
M itself and the subcomplex 0 defined by

Thé follow:’1g’ special segregated subcomplexes of M are of im-
portance in the sequel.
For any given integer n, let us denote by Mn the subcomplex

of M defined by
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Mn is obviously segregated and will be called the n-dimensional
skeleton of M.
Now let Mo be a given segregated subcomplex of M. Let us

denote by M n the subcomplex of M defined by

The segregatedness of Mo implies that of Mn. Since obviously
we have for each dimension q

we shall use the following notation:

5. The cohomology groups
For the sake of convenience, it seems better to define in

sufficient details some of the cohomology groups of a Mayer
chain complex M with operators W modulo a segregated sub-
complex Mo.
Let G be an abelian additive (discrete 3 ) ) group with W as a

group of operators (on the left), that is, for every g E G and
W E W the element zvg E G is defined and

The group Cq(M, G) of q-dimensional cochains of M over G is
defined to be the group of homomorphisms of Cq(M) into G, i.e.

The coboundary homomorphism

is defined by taking, for every f E Cq (M, G ) and each c E Cq+1(M),

Clearly, (2.2) implies

Remembering that CQ(Mo) is a subgroup of Cq(M), we define
the group C°(M, Mo, G) of q-dimensional cochains of M modulo
Mo over G as the subgroup of Cfl(M, G) which consists of the
cochains f e Cfl(M, G) such that c e Cq(M0) implies f(c) = 0.
(4.3) implies that

a ) Cohomology over a topological coefficient group can be defined in an obvious
way; however throughout the present work we shall not consider topology in the
coefficient groups.
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A cochain f e Cq(M, G) is called a cocycle if dl = 0. The set of
;1: q-dimensional cocycles is denoted by Zq(M, G). Being the
kernel of the coboundary homomorphism (5.1), Zq(M, G) is a

subgroup of G°(M, G). A cochain 1 E CQ(M, G) is called a coboundary
if f = ôq for some tp e Cq-l(M, G). The set of all q-coboundaries
is the subgroup Bq(M, G) = dCq-1(M, G). Further, (5.3) implies
the following inclusion

The quotient group

is defined to be the q-dimensional cohomology group of M over G.
A cochain f E C«(M, G) is said to be equivariant if it satisf ies

for all zv E W and all c e Cq( M ). They form a subgroup Cqe(M, G)
of CQ(M, G)ç It follows easily that

Setting
define:

It follows from

The quotient group

is called the q-diinemional equivariant cohomology group o f M
modulo Mo over G. When Mo = 0, it is called the q-dimensional
equivariant cohomology group o f M over G, denoted by H:(M, G).

6. Chain transformations

We shall return to the concept of a chain transformation as
defined in § 2. Let W be a group of operators for two Mayer chain
complexes M and N. Let Mo, No be segregated subcomplexes
respectively of M, N. By a chain transformation

(6.1) T:(M,Mo)(N,No)
of the pair (M, Mo ) into the pair, (N, N0), we understand a chain
transformation T : M --&#x3E; N such that zCQ(Mo) C Cq(N0) for each
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dimension q. The chain transformation (6.1) is said to be equi-
variant if vw = wr for every we W.
Now let (6.1) be an equivariant chain transformation and let

G be an abelian additive group with W as a group of left operators.
For each cochain f e Cq(N, G), we define a cochain t*f £ Cq(M. G)
by taking for each c e Cq(M)
(6.2) (z*f)(c) = f(ac).

Obviously the correspondence f -&#x3E; T*/ defines a homomorphism

(6.3) Ir* : C«(N, G) -&#x3E; C«(M, G)
for every dimension q. The following relations are easily verified:

These imply that r* induces homomorphisms of the groups of
equivariant cocycles and coboundaries of N modulo No over G
into the corresponding ones of M modulo Mo over G. Conse-
quently we obtain homomorphisms:

7. Chain homotopies

Two chain transformations r : M - N and e : M -&#x3E; N are said
to be chain homotopic if, for each dimension q, a homomorphism

is given in such a manner that for each c e Cq(M)

The collection D of homomorphisms (7.1) is called a chain homo-
topy between T and e, denoted by D : r c-2 p.

If the chain transformations r and e map Gq(Mo) into Cq(N0)
for each dimension q, i.e.

then T and e are said to be chain homotopic relative to {M0, No}
provided that there exists a chain homotopy D : T = e satisfying
for each dimension q

Such a chain homotopy D : -r c-2 Lo will be called a chain homotopy
relative to {Mo, N0}, denoted by D : T = e rel. {M0, No}.
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A chain homotopy D : T -,o rel. {M0, N0} is said to be equi-
variant if for eyery (t’ E W and eacll cE Cq(M)

New let 1) : T ri e ret. {M0, N0} be an equivariant chain homo-
top- bet«-een tw-o equivariaiit chain transformations T and e in
(7.8). For cach dimension q, we define a homomorphism

by taking for each

Condition (7.2) implies that

If W operates on the left of G, then D*f is equivariant if f is
so. Formula (7.8) implies that if f is an equivariant cocycle then
Ir*/ - p *f is an equivariant coboundary D * f . Hence the chain
transformations 7: al1d e havc the same effect on the equivariant
cohomology groups; i.e. rQ = e: for every dimension q.

8. Obstructions

Throughout the sections 8-15, let M and N bc two Mayer
chain complexes with W as a group of operators for both M and
N, and lct Mo be a segregated subcomplex of M. According to § 4,
the subcomplex

is segregated for every integer n.
All the chain transformations and the chain homotopies con-

sidered in the remainder of the paper are equivariant with respect
to the group W of operators; therefore, we shall occasionally omit
the descriptive word "equivariant" when there is no danger of
ambiguity.
For each dimension q, we shall denote by

the natural homomorphism (with kernel Bo(N)) of the integral
cycles onto the homology classes. W operates on the left of Ha(N)
in an obvious way and

(8.2) zcy = IÎW-

Now let i : M" - N be an arbitrarily given equivariant chain
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transformation. For each chain c E Cn+1(M), we have

Then the chain -race Cn(N) is well-defined. Since aiac = ï99c = 0,
zôc E Zn(N). Hence we obtain a homomorphism

LEMMA 8.1 Each equivariant chain transformation T : M n -&#x3E; N
determines as in (8.3) an equivariant cocycle 1"+’,E Zn+’ (M, Mo, Hft(N)),
called the obstruction o f T.

Proof. According to (8.3), 1-+l E cn+1(M, H,.(N». For each
w E W and every c E C n+1(M), we have

This implies that ln+1 E C:+1(M, Hn(N)). Next, for each c E Cn+l(M0)
the chain TC e Cn+l(N) is def ined and TÔC = ÔTC E Bn(N). Hence
we have l;+lC = ’YjTÔC = 0, Le. 1+1 E cn+l(M, Mo, H n(N)). Last,
for each c E Cn+2(M), we have

Hence ln+1,E Zn+’(M, H,.(N». This completes the proof that

Let r : MI -&#x3E; N and e : Mr -&#x3E; N be two given equivariant chain
transformations with t &#x3E; n and r &#x3E; n. Let -r* = r Mwl and
e. = (! 1 Mn-l. Let D : T* = (!* be an equivariant chain homo-
topy defined on M n-1 into N, (see § 7).

For each c E Cn(M), acE Cn-1(M) = Cn-I(Mn-I). Then the

chain TC ec - Dac of cn(N) is well-defined. Further, it follows
from (7.5) that

Hence TC - ec - Dac e Zn(N) and we obtain an operator 110mo-
morphism

whence we deduce a homomorphism

LEMMA 8.2. Each equivariant chain homotopy D : T* = e* of two
equivariant chain transformations T and e determines as in (8.5)
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an equivariant cochain E e Cne(M, Mo, Hn(N»), called the ob-
struction o f D.

Proof. According to (8.5), EnD E cn(M, Hn(N». For each
w E W and every c e Cn(M), we have

This implies that EnD e Cne(M, Hn(N)). Next, for each c c Cn(Mo),
the chain De e Cn+1(N) is def ined and it follows from (7.5) that

This completes the proof that EnD E C:(M, Mo, Hn(N)). Q.E.D.
LEMMA 8.3 If the equivariant chain transformation T : Mn’ -&#x3E; N

has an equivariant extension T’ : Mn+1 -&#x3E; N, then ln+1 = 0.
Proof. Suppose that -r has an equivariant extension

r’ : Mn+1 -. N. For each cE Cn+1 (M), we have

’fllerefore 1"+’c = rTÕC = 0. This proves that 1"Il = 0.
LEMMA 8.411 i, e : Mn -&#x3E; N be equivariant chain transformations

and D : T 1 Mn-l e Mn-1 be an equivariant chain homotopy,
then

Hence il l’ and e have equivariant extensions i’, e’ : Mn+l -&#x3E; N.
then E £ Z:(M, Mo, Hn(N».

Proof. For each c e Cn+1(M), we have

This proves that bnD = ln+1 - ln+1. The last assertion of the
lemma follows from (8.6) and Lemma 8.3 Q.E.D.

9. The presentable and the regular subgroups

Throughout the present chapter, let us denote by Q the set
of all equivariant chain transformations T : M --&#x3E; N. Obviously
S2 form an abelian group with functional addition as the group

operation. Similarly, for each integer n, let S2n denote the group
of equivariant chain transformations T : Mn -&#x3E; N.

LEMMA 9.1. The correspondence T -&#x3E; lz+1 induces a homo-

morphisms
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Proof. According to Lemma 8.1 every chain transformation
T E Qn determines an obstruction ln+1 E Zn+1l(M, Mo, Hn(N)).
ln+l represents an element Wn(T) of the equivariant cohomology
group Hn+1 ( M, Mo, Hn(N ) ). To prove that COn is a homomor-

phism, let -r, LoE Qn and c e Cn+l(M). Then

This implies that ccy ( i + e) = o).(r) + oon(e). Q.E.D.
The image wn(Qn) will be called the presentable subgroup of

H:+1(M, Mo, Hn(N)), denoted by

The éléments of pen +1 are called the presentable ele1nents of

H:+l(M, Mo, Hn(N). For each r -E f2l, the element m.(-r) E pn+1 
is said to be presented by 1:; and 1: is called presenter of wn(t).
A chain transformation T E Q" is said to be regular if c E Cq(M0)

implies rc = 0 for each dimension q. The regular chain transfor-
mations -c E Q Il form a subgroup Q) of Q Il.
The image (wn(Qnr) will be called the regular subgroup of

Hn +1 ( M, Mo, Hn(N)), denoted by

The éléments of Rn+1 are called the regular elements of

H=+l(M, M’o, Hn(N)) Each TE Q: is called a regular presenter of
cv n ( i ) E RQ +1. Clearly we have Rn+1 C P:+1. We shall use the

following notation:

Now let d n-1 denote the set of all triples (T, e, D), where
T, e E Q and D : T ) Mn-1 -, e 1 Mn-’ is an equivariant chain

homotopy defined on M n-1. For any two triples (T, e, D) and
(T’, (o’, D’ ) of d n-1, we define the homomorphisms T + T’, e + e’,
D + D’ by adding the functional values. Obviously « + r’ and
e + e’ are equivariant chain transformations of M into N and

is an equivariant chain homotopy defined on Mn-1. We define

Under this addition, the set ¿1n-1 of triples (r, to, D) form an
abelian group.
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LEMMA 9.2. The correspondence (T, e, D ) --&#x3E; e"D induces a homo-
morphism

Proof. According to Lemma 8.2, every triple ( z, e, D) E d n-1
determines an obstruction. cochain e’ E Cne(M, Mo, Hn{N)). By
Lemma 8.4, enD is a cocycle and hence represents an element
/À,, (-r, e, D) of Hne(M, Mo, Hn(N)). To prove that u.. is a homo-

morphism, let (ï, p, D), (T’, (o’, D’) be any two triples of d n-1
and C E Cn(M). Then

This implies that u.. is a homomorphism.
The image lt.(,d n-1) will be called the presentable subgroup of

Hn(M, Mo, Hn(N), denoted by

The elements of $n are called the presentable elements of

Hne(M, Mo, Hn(N)). For each triple (r, p, D ) E L1n-1, the element
Pn( T, (!, D) £: is said to be presented by (-r, e, D) is called a

presenter of Iln( T, e, D).
A triple (T, e, D) £ 4n-1 is said to be regular, if T = 0 = e

and c E Gq(M0) implies Dc = 0 for each dimension q. The regular
triples of L1n-1 form a subgroup d r -1 of An-1.
The image r will be called the reaiilar subgroup of

Hne(M, M0, Hn(N)), denoted by

The elements of Rne are called the regular elements of

Hne(M, Mo, Hn(N)). Each triple (r, Lo, D) e d r -1 is called a regular
presenter of un( i, e, D ) e lJl). Clearly Rne C Bne . We shall use the
following notation:

10. Free operators

Following Eilenberg-MacLane [2, p. 55], we shall say that W
operates freely on Cq(M) if ( i ) Cq(M) is a free abelian group and
there is a collection {ca} of chains coe e Cq(M) such that the totality
of the chains wcoe, for all w E W and all coe E (coe) constitute a set
of free generators of Cq(M); the collection {ca} itself is called a
W-base of Cq(M).
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W is said to operate freely on the pair (C,.(M), Cq(Mo)), if it

operates freely on Cq(M) with a W-base {ca} such that (coe) rICQ(Mo)
constitute a W-base of CQ(Mo). We denote

LEMMA 10.1 If JV operates freely on the pair (Cq(M), Cq(Mo)),
then the totality o f the chains zc.c§, f or all W E W and all c* E {c*},
constitute a set o f f ree generutors o f a subgroup C*q(M) o f Cq(M),
and Cq(M) ’is the direct sum Cq(M0) -O- C*q(M), of Cq(M0) and
C:(M).

Proof. The free generators wc;, (w E W, c* e {c*y}), generate a
subgroup Cq(M). It remains to prove that

Since lc«1 = {cp}U {c*y}, we liave Cq(M) = Cq(m0) + C*(M). Now
let c E Cq(Mq) rl C*,(M). It follows from our definition that

where the coefficients ai and a; are integers. Since the chains
wcp and ze$c are free generators of Cq(M) and 4) {c0p} U {c;} = D,
this implies that c = 0. Hence CQ(Mo) n CQ(M) = 0 and the sum
is direct. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 10.2. I f W operates freely an the pair (Cq(M),

Cq(Mo», then W opera tes freely on both Cq(Mo) and Cq(M).

11. Extension of chain transformations

LEMMA 11.1. Assume that W operates freely on (Cn+1(M),
Cn+1(M)). An equivariant chain trans f ormation T : :M" -&#x3E;N has

an equivariant extension T’ : l}i!n+1 -&#x3E; N i f ln+1 = 0.
Proof. Assume that ltn+1 = 0. Since W operates frecly on

(Cn+1(M), Cn+l(Mo)), there is a direct decomposition of the

chain group Cn+1(M) as follows :

W operates freely on both Cn+1(Mo) and C:+I(M).
Since ln+1= 0, the operator homomorphism r8 : Cn+1(M)-.Cn(N)

maps Cn+1(M) and hence Cn+1(M) into Bn(N). Since W opérâtes
freely on C* + 1 (M), the homomorphism -ra 1 C:+I(M) can be lifted
to an operator homomorphism T* : C:+I(M) -&#x3E; Cn+1(N) such that

4) Following A. D. WALLACE, we dénote by the square D the vacuous set.
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9T*c = TOC for each c E C:+1(M), [2, p. 55J. Def ine an operator
homomorphism T’ : Cn+1(M)  Cn+1(N) as follows. For each chain
c E Cn+1(M), there exists a unique pair of chains C0 e Cn+1(M0)
and c* E C:+1(M) such that c = Co + c* . We define

Immediately we have oT’é = TOC for each c E Cn+1(M). Hence we
obtain an equivariant extension i’ : Mn+1 --&#x3E; N by def ining z’ = -r
for the dimensions q  n.

LEMMA 11.2. Assume that W operates freely on (Cn(M), Cn(M0)}
Given an equivariant chain transformation T: Mn -+ N and an
equivarent cocycle t n+1 = ln + 1 + den with En E Cné ( M, Mo, Hn(N)),
there exists an equivariant chain transformation e : Mn -&#x3E; N with

1"2n+l = ln+1 and e 1 R*-i = T 1 Mn-1.
Proof. Since W operates freel y on (Cn(M), Cn(M0)) there is
a direct decomposition of Cn(M) as follows:

W opérâtes freely on both Cn(Mo) and C*(M).
En E Cn(M, M., Hn(N)) means that En is an operator

homomorphism

which maps Cn(M0} into zero. Since W operates freely on C:(M),
it follows from a lemma of Eilenberg-MacLane, [2, p. 55] ,that the
partial homomorphism E,a 1 C§(M) can be lifted to an operator
homomorphism

such that ilh" = el, 1 C*(M). Define an operator homomorphism

as follows: For each chain c e Cn(M), there exists a unique pair
of chains c0 e Cn(M0) and c* e Cn(M) such that c = c0 + c*.
We define E(c) = h"(c*). Obviously ?yE === En and E maps Cn(Mo)
into zero. Define an equivariant chain transformation fl : M" - N
by taking e 1 Mn-1 = T 1 Mft-l and

for every chain c E Cn(M). To justify this definition, we note
firstly that E(Cn(M0)) = 0 implies the two definitions of é on
Cn(M0) agree, and secondly, for each c E Cn(2Bf),
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because E(c) is a cycle, r is a chain transformation, and

e 1 Mn-l = r 1 Mn-1. The obstruction of e is given as follows:
For each c E Cn+l(M)

1§+ (C) = reac = rIaC + rEaC = rI8C + 1"aC = 1?+ (C) + ôi"(C).
Hence lô+ 1 = ln+I + ôen = ln+1. This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 11.3. Assume that W operates freely on both

(C’n(M), Cn(MO)) and (Cn+1(M), Cn+1(Mo)). The obstruction h+ 1
o f an equivariant chain transformation ’t’: Mn --&#x3E; N is an equi-
variant coboundary modulo Mo i f and only i f there exists an equi-
variant chain transforrnation 1" Mn+1 --&#x3E; N such that -r 1 Mn-1 =
r 1 Mn-1. .
An equivariant chain transformation i : Mo - N is said to be

extensible over M if z admits an equivariant extension r’ : M -&#x3E; N.
i is said to be n-extensible over M if it is extensible over Mn.
As in § 9, the equivariant chain transformations i : Mo - N

form an additive abelian group Qo with functional addition as
the group operation. The following lemma is obvious.
LEMMA 11.4. The extensible (n-extensible) elements o f the group

Qo form a subgroup OE (a subgroup OE").
If there exist two integers a and b, a  b, such that Cq(M) =

Cq(Mo) unless a  q  b, then we have obviously

Now let i : Mo --&#x3E; N be an equivariant chain transformation
n-extensible over M, and let i’ : MI’ -&#x3E; N be an arbitrary equi-
v ariant extension of T. According to Lemma 8.1 and 9.1, -r’ pre-
sents a presentable cohomology class

THEOREM 11.5. Fundamental Extension Theorem. Assume

that W operates freely on (Cn(M), Cn(M0)) and on  (Cn+1(M),
Cn+1(Mo)). r is (n + 1)-extensible over M i f and only i f yn+1 ia

regular.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that i admits an equivariant ex-

tension 7:* : Mn+1 -&#x3E; N. Let 7:" = 7:* 1 Mn. According to Lemma
8.3, Yn+l = Wn(’r") = 0. Let (o = 7:’ - -t"; then

Since 7:’ Mo = 7: = 7:" 1 Mo, fl is regular. This proves that

,,;,+1 E R:+I(M, Mo, Hn(N)).
Sufficiency. Suppose that y ± 1 be regular. By the définition of
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regularity, there exists a regular presenter e : M " -&#x3E; N of y;tI.
Let T" = ï’ - e. Since e is regular, t"’ Mo = T’ j Mo = T. Since

the obstruction l;j-l 1 is an equivariant coboundary modulo Mo.
It follows by Corollary 11.3 that there exists an equivariant chain
transformation T* : Mn+1  N such that r * 1 Mn-1 = 1" 1 Mn-1.
i* is an equivariant extension of z. Hencc T is (n + 1 )-extcil-
sible over M. This completes the proof.
LEMMA 11.6. yn± 1 determines a unique element f3n(T) of the

group 1’. + ’(M, Mo, Hn(N)) which depends onl y on -r : Mo --&#x3E; N.
Proof. yn± 1 does determine an element f3n(T/) of J:+I by

means of the projection of p:+1 onto the quotient group J:+I.
It remains to prove that f3n(T/) depends only on T. Let r" : 31-&#x3E;N
be another equivariant extension of -r, then p = z’ r" is

regular. Hence we obtain

This implies that f3n(1:/) = f3n(1:").
THEOREM 11.7. Assume that W operates f reely on (Cn(2B.1),

Cn(M0)) and (Cn+1(M), Cn+1(M0)). T he correspondence -c -&#x3E; Pn(1:)
is a homomorphism o f OE" onto J:+I(M, Mo, Hn(N)), denoted by

whose kernel is the subgroup OEn+l o f Do. Hence the quotient g’roup
OE*n/OE’n+l is isomorphic with J:+I(M, Mo, Hn(M)).

Proof. Let T, p : Mo -&#x3E; N be any two chain transformations
belonging to the subgroup En of Qo. Let i’, e’: Mn -&#x3E; N be
equivariant extensions of T and e respectively. Then the equi-
variant chain transformation T’ + e’ : Mn -&#x3E; N is an extension
of i + é : M0 --&#x3E; N. Obviously, we have

By projecting these cocycles first into the presentable cohomology.
classes and then into the elements in the quotient group J:+ 1 =
- pn+ l/Rn+ 1 we obtainle 

by the aid of Lemma 11.6. This proves that Pn is a homomorphism.
Let p E P:+l be an arbitrary presentable cohomology class.

Then there exists an equivariant presenter T’ : Min -&#x3E; N of p,
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i.e. yz± 1 = p. Let T = T’ j Mo. Then -cE OE" and Pn(T) E J’"+’ is the
element which contains p. Hence P. is onto. 
So far we have not used the assumption that W operates freely

on (C.(M), Cn(Mo)) and (C.+,(M), Cn+l(Mo)). We shall use this
assumption implicitly in what follows. According to the fun-
samental extension theorem, any chain transformation -cE Fn
is (n + 1 )-extensible over M if and only if yn1+1 E Rn+1 for any
equivariant extension i’ : MI -&#x3E; N of T. In other words, T is in
Fn+1 if and only if Pn(-c) = 0. This completes the proof.
For the remainder of this section, we assume that there exist

two integers a and b, a  b, suel that Cq(M) = Cq(Mo) unless
a  q  b. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 11.7, we
have the following
THEOREM 11.8. Assume that W operates freely on (Cq(M0),

Cq(M0) f or each q with a  q  b. A necessary and sufficient
condition that every equivariant chain transformation i : Mo -&#x3E; N
can be equivariantly extended over M is that

12. Extension of chain homotopies

Throughout the present section, let i, é : M - N be two equi-
variant chain transformations.
LEMMA 12.1. Assume that W operates freely on (Cn(M), Cn(M0)}

An equivariant chain homotopy D : T j 1 Mn-1  é Mn-1 has an
equivariant extension D’ : T [ M" = é 1 Mn i f and only i f $g = o.

Proof. Necessity. Suppose the existence of an equivariant ex-
tension D’ of D. For each c E Cn(M), we have

Hence e" = ?JE = 0. Note that the assumption that W operates
freely on (Cn(M), Cn(M0)) is not used in the proof of necessity.

Sufficiency. Assume e" = 0. Since W operates freely on

(Cn(M), Cn(M0)), there is a direct decomposition of the chain
group Cn(M) as follows:

W operates freely on both Cn(Mo) and Cn(M). Since en = qE = 0,
the operator homomorphism E : C.(M) -&#x3E; Cn(N) maps Cn(M)
and hence C*(M) into Bn(N). Since W operates freely on C:(M),
the homomorphism E 1 Cl*(M) can be lifted to an operator homo-
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morphism D* : C:(M)  Cn+1 (N ) such that 9D*c = Ec for each
chain c e C:(M), [2, p. 55]. For each chain c E C n ( M ), there exists
a unique pair of chains co E Cn(M0) and c* E C:(M) such that
c = Co + c* We def ine an operator homomorphisn D’ : CfI(M) 
Cn-1 (N ) by taking

Immediately we have

for each chain cE Cn(M). Hence we obtain an equivariant exten-
sion D’ : TI M"  e 1 MI’ of the chain homotopy D by defining
D’ = D for the dimension q  n. This completes the proof.
LEMMA 12.2. Assume that W operates freely on (C.-,(M),

C"-l(Mo»). Given an equivariant chain homotopy D : T 1 Mn-1 
e 1 Mn-1 and an equivariant cocycle el’ = ED + ahn-1 with
h n-1 E Cn-1.(M, Mo, Hn(N», there exists an equivariant chain

homotopy D* : T Mn-1 LO M n-1 with ED* = En and D* Mn-2
= D 1 Mn-2.

Proof. Since W operates freely on (Cn-1(M), Cn-1(M0)), there
is a direct de composition of the chain group as follows:

W opérâtes freely on both Cn-1(M0) and C:-1(M). hn-1 E C:-1(M,
Mo, Hn(N)) means that hn-1 is an operator homomorphism

which maps C.-,(M.) into zero. Since W operates freely on
C:-1(M), the partial homomorphism hn-ll C:-1(M) can be lifted
to an operator homomorphism

such that iîk"-’ = h"-1 C:-1(M). Define an operator homo-
morphism

as follows: For each chain c E Cn-1(M), there exists a unique pair
of chains co E Cn-l(Mo) and C* E C" 1 (M) such that c = co + c*. We
define F(c) = kn-1(c*). Clearly nF = hn-1 and F maps Cn-1(M0)
into zéro. Define an equivariant chain homotopy D* : T 1 Mn-l !::::
l! I Mn-1 by taking D* 1 Mn-2 = D I Mn-2 and
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for every chain c e Cn-1(M). That D* is an equivariant chain
homotopy is easily verified. The obstruction of D* is given as
follows: For each ce Cn(M)

Hence ED* _ e" + dhn-1. This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 12.3. Assume that W operates f reel y on both (Cn-1(M),

Cn-1(Mo)) and (Cn(M), Cn(M0)). The obstruction EnD o f an equi-
variant chain homotopy D :’1’ 1 Mn-1 e 19--1 is an equivariant
coboundary module Mo i f and onl y i f there exists an equivariant
chain homotopy D’ : TI Mn = LO 1 Mn such that D’ 1 Mn-I = D Mn-2 .
THEOREM 12.4. Assume that D : T 1 Mn-1 e 1 Mn-1 be an

equivariant chain homotopy and that W operates freely on both
(Cn-1(M), Cn-1 (M0)) and (Cn(M), Cn(M0)). There exists an equi-
variant chain homotopy D’ : -r Mn  (! Mn with D’ Mo = DIMo,
i f and ont y i f the obstruction E;; represents a regular cohomology
class, i.e. ,un(i, e, D) E Ré(M, Mo, Hn(N)).

Proof. Necessity. Suppose the existence of the equivariant
chain homotopy D’ : T 1 Mn  (! 1 Mn with D’ Mo = D Mo.
Let D * = D’ 1 Mn-1. Obviously

Since Pn is a homomorphism according to Lemma 9.2, we have

Since D* ha,s an extension D’ over Mn, it follows from Lemma
12.1 that ju.(-r, e, D*) = 0. Hence Itn(-r, e, D) is regular. Note
that the assumption on free operators is not used in this part
of the proof.

Sufficiency. Suppose that Itn( -r, e, D) be regular. By the

définition of regularity, there exists a regular triple (0, 0, Dr)
such that ,un(0 0, Dr ) = ,u n ( T,0, D). Call D* = D 2013 D,. Then
we have ( i, e, D*) = (-r, e, D) - (0, 0, Dr) and therefore

This implies that the obstruction ED* is an equivariant coboundary.
By Corollary 12.3, there exists an equivariant chain homotopy
D’ : T 1 Mn  e 1 M’n such that D’ 1 Mn-I = D* 1 Mn-I. Since

Dr is regular, we have
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This complètes the proof.
Now let D : T ) M0 /= é 1 J/o be an equivariant ehain homotopy,

, 
where i, o : M --&#x3E; N are two given equi,"arial1t chain transfor-
mations. D is said to be extensible ov er M if there exists an equi-

- variant extension D’ : i cr e. D is said to be q-exrtensible over M
if it is extensible ov er Mq. Assume that D be (n 2013 1 )-extensible
over ill a nd D * : t 1,11?? ,, -1 - - el Mn-1 be an arbitrary equivariaiit
extension of D over Mn-1. «’e are going to prove the following
LEMMA 12.5. The cohonlology class un(T é, D*) dt’ternlillt’s a

unique element vn( t, o, D) o f the grollp Jne(.Jf, .B/0’ H’1(J.V)) zchieh
depends only. on (r, o, D).

Proof. ,I17I(i, (!, D*) does détermine an element Vn(T, e, D*) of
3= by means of the projection of Bne into the quotient group
§J) = Bne/Rne It remains to prove that v,,(T-, 9, D*) dépends only
on ( r, o, D). Let D’ : Mn-1 - o 1 Mn-1 be another equivariant
extension of 1), then ( r, o, D*) - (r, o, I)’ ) £ .1;-1. Hence we hâve

This implies rn( T, e, D*) - vn( T, e. D’). Q. E. D.
Assume that there exist two integers a and b ,a , b, such that

cq(M) = cq(M) unless il , q  b, and assume that IF opérâtes
freety on Cq( M), Cq(M0)) for eaeh q with a  q  b Thé fol-
lowing- theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 12.4.

THEOREM 12.6. Every equivariant D : 1: [ M[0 
e [ iM0 of 11lllJ tmo (’quh’ariant Chain transformation T’I n : M - &#x3E; N

is extensible OlOf,. JE, i f

Thé condition is atso necessary as will bc seen later.

13. Hoinotopy of chain transformations

As mentioned at the beginning of H, thc set of alll equivariant
chain transformations of M into N form ait abclian group 1? with
functional addition as Hic group opération. The zéro étendent 0 of
thc group Q is the lmll chain transformation 0 : M-&#x3E; N defined 

hy 0(c) - - () for each C E (’q( J[) with every ditncnsion q.
For a giveii TO Q.. let us dénote by Q(ro) the subset of L)

whieh eonsists of thé t’lltllll transfortnations r E L) such that

r 1 Mo - To [ M0. Ohviousty Q(0) is a subgroup of !1 and Q(0)
is t-llc cosct r 0 t- Q(0).

’1BB’0 Cllriill transforniations T.!! E !l(To) are said to be cqui-
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variantly chain homotopic relative to M0 if there exists an equi-
variant chain homotopy D : r ci e such that D M0 = 0, where
0 : T 1 .L’BrI 0 - e 1M0. denotes the trivial chain homotopy defined
by 0(c) = 0 for each cE Cq(..lfo) with every dimension q. r and
e are said to be equivariaiitly chain q-homotopic relative to M0 if
there is an equivariant chain homotopy D : r 1 Mq ci e 1 Mq such
that D 1 M0 = 0.
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lenlma

12.5 and Theorenl 12.4.
THEOREM 13.1. Aîiy two equivariant chain transformations 1",

e o f -Q(ro) which are equivariantly chain (n -1)-homotopic relative
to M0 determine a unique element "n(T, e) =-- ’vn(’r, (1,0) of

3;1(J/, M0, Hn(N)). "n( 1", e) = 0 i f r and o are equivariantly chain
il-hoiiiolopie relative to m0.

Conversely, we have the next theorem which follows from
Tlicoreiii 12.4 and the first part of Theorem 13.1.
THEOREM 13.2. I f TV operates freely on both (C n-l(]f), C n-1(M0)

and (C,,,(.11), C n(M0)) theit Vn( T, o) = 0 implies that r aiid Q are
equivariantly chain n-homotopic relative to M0.
Assume that there are two integers a and b, a  b, such that

cq(M) = Cq(M0) unless a  q  b, and assume that IV operates
freely on (Cq(Jf), Cq(M0)) for each q w-ith a  q  b. Then the
follow-ity thcorenl is a particular case of Theorem 12.6.
THEOREM 13.3. A ny two equil:ariallt chain trarnsformations r,

o e Q( ro) arc equivariantly chaiti homotopic relative to jTo if

Tlie condition is also necessarv as will be seen later.

14. Classification of chain transformation

’rlie relation that two chain transformations r, o E .Q( TO) are
equiv a riantly chain homotopic relative to M0, is obviously
reflexive, sviiinietrie and transitive; therefore, it is an equivalence
relation. The chain transformations of Q( TO) are divided by this
relation into disjoint equivalence classes, called the equirariaiit
homotopy classes relative to M0. The classification problein is to
cnUlllerate these classes by Illeans of soiiie convenient invariants.
LEMMA 14.1. The correspondence r ---&#x3E; Í + TO deliiies a one-to-

01lf transformation of Q(0) onto Q( ro); it 11lapS equivariantly chain
homotopic. (q-homotopic) ihaiii, transformations relative to M0 into
such and convrsely. Hcnce the same correspondence defines a one-
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iu-ont’ transformation. of the equivariant honiotopy classes of Q(0)
relatil’c to Mo onto those of Q( T 0).

Proof. Since Q(o) is a subgroup of Q and Q(-r.) is the coset
zo + Q(o), it follows immediately that the correspondence
r --&#x3E; T + To is one-to-one and maps Q(0) onto Q(ro). Now for any
two cliain transformations r, (oE Q(0), D : r - (o is equivalent
with 1) : z + ro o + cg (D : -c Mq /= e I Mq is equivalent with
D : 1 q- To’ Mq /= p + T0 Mq ). This completes the proof.
LEMMA 14.2. 1’hose chain t-ransforniations o f Q(0) which are

equivariantly chain hoiiiolopic with 0 relative to M0 from a subgroup
Qo(0) of Q(0), and the eqttivariant chaiii homotopy classes o f Q(0)
relative to Mo constitute the quotie11t group 0 == Q(o)/Qo(o).

Proof. For any r, e E Q(o), D’ : r - 0 and D" : e £r 0 imply
that D’ - D" : ï - e ci 0. This proves the first part of the
lemma. For any -- T, e £ .0(0), D : i £i e is equivalent with
D : T 2013 p 0. Hence the equivariant chain homotopy classes of
Q(0) relative to Mo are the cosets of Q0(0) in Q(o). Q.E.D.

Similarly, those chain transformations of Q(0) wllich are

equivariantly chain q-homotopic with 0 relative to l’ilo form a
subgroup 12’OE(O) of f2(o). Obviously

Call C3° --- .Q(0 )/.Qo(0). We obtain a séquence of groups

and obviously we have

THEOREM 14.3. Every chain transformation T E D8-1(0) deter-
mines a unique element vn,(-r) = "n(T, 0) o f the group 3:(M, Mo,
H. (N». Pn(T) = 0 if -rE 0" (0). The correspondence i -&#x3E; vn(r) is a
homomorphism

Proot. The first two assertions are merely specializations of
those in Theorem 13.1. It remains to prove that v,. is a homomor-

phism. Let T, p E Qn-1 (0). Then there are equivariant chain homo-
topies
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Projecting from Bne to the quotient group 3:, we obtain

vn ( z ) + vn(e ) = v.(r + e). This completes the proof.
Throughout the remainder of this section, we assume that W

operates freely on (Cq(M), Cq(M0)) whenever Cfl(M) =1= Cfl(Mo).
LEMMA 14.4. IIomotopy Extension Lemma. For any truo equi-

variant chain transfor1nations T, e : M -&#x3E; N and any equivariant
chain homotopy D : -c 1 Mo f.-- e 1 Mo, there exist an equivariant
extension T* : M -&#x3E; N o f the partial chain trans f ormation z I M0
and an equivariant extension D* : r* = e ol D.

Proof. Since W operates freely on (Cfl(M), Cfl(M0)), there is
a direct decomposition of Cfl(M)" as follows:

W opérâtes freely on both Cq(M0) and C*(M). For every c E Cq(M)
with each dimension q, there is a unique pair of chain c0 e Cq(M0)
and c* e C*q(M) such that c = Co + c* . We def ine a collection D*
of operator homomorphisms

by taking D*(c) = D(co) and a collection i* of operator homo-
morphisms

by taking for each c E Cq(M)

To verify that -r* is a chain transformation, it is sufficient to
note the following relation

for each c e Cq (M). When c e Cq (M0), D*(c) = D(c) by definition.
Then (14.4) becomes

since D : -r 1 Mo n--- Lo Mo. It follows from (14.4) that D* : -r* - e.
This completes the proof.
LEMMA 14.5. Existence Lemma. For an arbitrary element

C E Fns(M, Mo, Hn(N)), there exists a chain transformation
T Don-1 (0) such that T 1 Mft-l = 0 and vn ( i ) = C.. 

.

Proof. Let p : B --&#x3E; 3: denote the projection of $: onto
the factor group 3=. Let C E 2" be an arbitrary element. Choose
an element Eo Bne such that p(io) = e. Since Bne _ u n ( d "-1 ) ,
there exists a triple (To, e, D) e d n-1 such that un(To, e, D) eo.
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Applying the homotopy extension lemma to the subcomplex
Mn-1, there exist an equivariant extension zl : M -&#x3E; N of the

partial chain transformation zo [ Mn-1 and an equivariant ex-
tension D* : r, /= e of D. CalI El = un( t1, e, D). Since D has an
extension D* : zl /= e, ,u n ( zl, e, D) E Rne by Theorem 12.4. Let
T = -ro - rl, then r 1 Mn-1 = 0 and

This completes the proof.
THEOREM 14.6. The homomorphism v n in (14.3) maps Qn-1(0 )

onto 3:(M, Mo, Hn(N)) and its kernels is Qn0(0). Hence we have
the following isomorphims:

Proof. That v" is onto follows immediately from the existence
lemma. Since vn(z) = vn(i, 0), it follows from Theorem 13.2 that
the kernel of vn is S2ô(0). Q. E. D.
For the following main classification theorem, we shall assume

one more condition, namely that there exist two integers a and b,
a  b, such that Cq(M) = Cq(Mq) unless a  q  b. Then

Qa0(0) = D(0) and Qb0(0) = Slo(0). By Lemma 14.1, Theorem
14.6, and a purely group-theoretic argument, we obtain the
THEOREM 14.7. Classification Theorem. The equivariant homo-

topy classes of the equivariant chain transformations Q(To) relative
to Mo are in a one-to-one correspondence 1.vith the elements o f the
group (direct sum):

A s an immediate consequence, we deduce that the conditions
in Theorems 12.6 and 13.3 are also necessary.

If M0 = 0, then Theorem 14.7 becomes the following
COROLLARY 14.8. The equ,ivariant homotopy classes o f the equi-

variant chain transformations Q are in a one-to-one correspondence
with the elements of the grou,p:

15. A few special cases

Throughout the present section, we assume that there exist
two integers a and b, a  b, such that Cq(M) = CQ(Mo) unless
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a  q  b. We also assume that W operates freely on (CQ(M),
Cq(Mo)) for each dimension q with a  q  b.
LEMMA 15.1. Il Jqe (M n, M., Hq(N)) = 0 f or each dimension

q with a  q  n, then Rn+1(M, Mo, Hn(N)) = 0 and hence

Jn+1(M, Mo, Hn(N)) is isomorphic with Pn+1(M, Mo, Hn(N)).
Proof. Let e E Rn+1 be arbitrarily given; then there is a regular

presenter T : Mn -&#x3E; N, i I Mo - 0 Mo of e, i.e. wn(T) = e. By
the successive application of Theorem 14.6, we deduce from our
hypothesis of the lemma that there exists an equivariant chain
homotopy

Let e = o [ k". By Lemma 8.3, lô+ 1 = 0. By Lemma 8.4, ôig
= l;+l -lê+1 = l;+I. Hence f = W:(1’) -= 0. This complètes the
proof.

Define a Mayer chain complex N* with operators W by taking
Cq(N* ) = Cq+ 1 (N ) for each dimension q. Then we have Hq (N*)
= Hq+1(N ) for every q. We shall use the following notations:

P:(M, Mo, Hq+1(N)) = Bqe(M, Mo, Hq(N*))
Rqe(M, Mo, Hq+1(N)) = Rqe(M, M0 Hq(N*))

Jqe(M, M0, Hq+1(N)) = P:(M, Mo, Hq+1(N))/Rqe(M, M., Hq+1 (N)).
LEMMA 15.2. I f Jqe(Mn-1, Mo, Hq+1 (N ) ) == 0 f or each dimen-

sion q with a  q  n 2013 1, then Rne(M, Mo, Hn(N)) - 0 and
hence 3:(M, Mo, Hn(N)) is isomorphic with Bne(M, Mo, Hn(N)).

Proof. Let C E Rne be arbitrarily given; then there is a regular
triple (0, 0, D) E dr-1 such that un(0, 0, D) = C. Since D : 0 Mn-1
/= 0 1 Mn-l, we deduce aDc = D9c for every c E Cq(Mn-1) with
every dimension q. Define an equivariant chain transformation
z : k"-1 -* N* by taking 1’C= (-1)qDc for each c e (Mn-1)
with every dimension q. The définition of l’ is justified by the fol-
lowing relation :

It follows from (8.3)-(8.5) and the relations given above that

Since D I Mo = 0 = T 1 M0, lnT; represents a regular element of
Hn(M, Mo, Hn-1(N*). According to Lemma 15.1 and the hypo-
thesis of the present lemma, 1" is an equivariant coboundary of
M modulo Mo and hence so is rD. This implies un(0, 0, D) = 0.
Q.E.D.
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q uith n  q  b, then

an operator liomomorphism:

Since W operates frecly on (Cn(M), Cn(M0)), Cn(M) has a direct
décomposition 

lJ7 opérâtes freely on botk Cn(M0) and Cn(M). The partial
homomorphism f 1 C:(J.1f) can be lifted to an operator homo-

morphism

such ilT* - f [ C*(N). Define an operator homomorphism

as follows : For each chain CEe n(.1B..-/), there exists a unique pair
of chains c. E Cn(M0) and c* E C*(M) such that c = co + c*.
We define cp(c) = cp*(c*). Obviously qq = f and 99 maps Cn(Mo)
into zero. Define an equivariant chain transformation i : Mn -&#x3E; N
by taking z 1 Mn-1 =.0 and i - q om Cn(M). This définition is
justified by cp(c) = 0 when c E Cn(0) and 8qc = 0 for every
c E Cn(M). The obstruction of r is given by

hence, by Lemma 11.1, i has an equivariant extension r Mn+1--&#x3E;N.
Since T1 1 M0 = 7: 1 M0 = 0, 7:1 is a regular presenter of the

element co n+1 ( 7:1) E R:+ 2 = 0. This implies that the obstruction
lTn+2 is an equivariant coboundary of M modulo Mo. According
to corollary 11.3, there exists an equivariant chain transformation
z2 : Mn+2 -&#x3E; N such that -C2 Mn = 7:. By the successive appli- ’
cation of the same argument, one can prove the existence of an

equivariant chain transformation r* : M -&#x3E; N with 7:* M n = 7:.

Since 7:* Mn-1 = 0 Mn-1, (r*, 0, 0) is a triple of L1 n-l. The

élément (r*. 0, 0) of §§l) is representcd by the cocycle
nt* = nt = f. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 15.4. el Hq(N) = 0 for each dimension q with

a  q  n, then eucr y equivariant chain transformation 7: : M0 --&#x3E; N

is n-extensible ovcr M and determines a unique cohon1010gy class
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Bn(T) o f Hn + 1 (M, Mo, Hn(N.)) called the characteristie class of 7:.

Pn(T) = 0 i f and only if -r is (n + 1 )-extensible over M.
Proof. The hypothesis of the tlicorcm implies the following

weaker conditions:

We shall prove the theorem by means of (15.1) and (15.2) only.
By means of the successive application of ’rheorem 11.7,

(15.2) implies that every equivariant chain transformation
T : M0 --&#x3E; N is n-extensible over M. Let 7:’ : Mn -&#x3E; N be an ar-

bitrary equivariant extension of 7:. According to Lemma 11.6, the
obstruction h± 1 determines an élément Pn(T) of J:+1(lvl, Mo,
Hn(N ) ). In accordance with Lemma 15.1., the condition (15.1)
implies that R:+I(M, Mo, Hn(N)) = o. IIence fJn(T) is a single
presentable cohomology class of H’n+’ (M, Mo.) H,,(N». This

proves the first assertion of the theorem. The last assertion of the
theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 11.7. Q.E.D.
Taking b = n + 1, wc obtain the following corollary which is

an analogue of the Hopf extension theorem for continuous maps.
COROLLARY 15.5. If b = n + 1 and Hq(N) = 0 for each di1nen-

.sion q with a  q  n, then every equivariant chain transformation
T : Mo -&#x3E; N is n-extensible over M and deterrnines a characteristic
cohomology class f3n( T). Pn( T) = 0 i f and only i f i is extensible over M.
The following theorem is an analogue of the Steenrod classifi-

cation theorem for continuous maps, [61.
THEOREM 15.6. Il b  n + 1 and Hq(N) = 0 for each dimen-

sion q with a  q . n, then the equivariant homotopy classes of the
equivariant chain transformations Q( To) relative to lYlo are in a
one-to-one correspondence with the elernents of the group ( direct sum ) :

where

Jn+1,(M Mo, H n+1(V) }=H:+I(M,Yfo, H n+l(N) )/ffi:+l(M, M0, H n+1(iV)).
Proof. The llypothesis of the theorem implies that the fol-

lowing wcakcr conditions hold:
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We shall prove the theorem by means of these weaker conditions
(15.3)-(15.6).
In accordance with Lemma 15.2, the condition (15.3) implies

that 9î,’ = 0. According to Lemma 15.3, the condition (15.6)
implies that = He and Bn+l = H:+I. These and the con-
ditions (15.4 )-(15.5) give our theorem as a special case of

Theorem 14.7. Q.E.D. ’
Taking b = n and Mo = 0, we obtain the following corollary

wliieh is an analogue of the Hopf elassif ication theorem of con-
tinuous maps, [3; 7].
COROLLARY 15.7. Il b = n and Hq(N) = 0 for each dimension

q with a  q or’::::: n, then every equivariant chain transformation
r : M - N is equivariantly chain (n - l)-homotopic with 0 and deter-
mines a unique equivariant cohomology class vn( i) E H:(M, H n(N)),
called the characteristic cohomology class of i, which depends only
on the equivariant homotopy class [r] o f T. The association [r] -&#x3E;

Vn(-r) gives a one-to-one correspondence between the equivariant
homotopy classes of the chain transformations il and the elements
of the equivariant cohomology group He(m, Hn(N)).
For the last theorem of this section, we shall take N = M

and Mo=0.
TIIEOREM 15.8. For every integer n &#x3E; a, the following conditions

are equivalent:

Proof. That (i) -&#x3E; (ii) and (ii) - (iii) is obvious. It follows

from (iii) and Theorem 14.6 that the identity chain transformation
i : M -&#x3E; M is equivariantly chain (n - 1 )-homotopic with the
null chain transformation 0. By a standard argument, we deduce
that

This completes the proof.
Note that the integer a in Theorem 15.8 has the meaning that

Cq(M) = 0 whenever q % a. If W operates si1nply on M, i.e.

wc = c for all wE W and all c E Cq(M) with every dimension q,
then the condition that W operates freely on (C"(M)l Cq(Mo»
requires only that Cq(M) be a free group with Cq(Mo) as a direct
summand. In this case, He ( M, Hq(M)) reduces to the ordinary
cohomology group Hqe(M. Hq(M)) and we shall denote 3:(M,
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Ho(M)) simply by Jq(M, Hq(M)). We have the following corollary
of Theorem 15.8.

COftOLLARY 15.9. For every integer n &#x3E; a, the follou.’ing con-
ditions are equivalent:

16. Induced homomorphisms

Throughout the present section, let L, M, N be three Mayer
chain complexes with the same group W of operators. Let Lo C L
and Mo C M be segregated subcomplexes. Let

be a given equivariant chain transformation (for definition, see
§6).

ln accordance with § 6, T induces for each q a homomorphism)

defined by (T*f)c = f ( ic ) for each f E Cq(M, G) and each c E Cq(L),
where G is an arbitrary abelian additive group with W as a group
of left operators. 7:* maps Cfl(M, M0, G) into Cq(L, Lo, G), and
Cé(M, G) into C:(L, G). Further, 7:*c) = âr*. Hence 7:* induces

for each q a homomorphism

Now let 0 Mn, --&#x3E; N be any equivariant chain transformation.
Call Or = Or L n. 0 determines an obstructions ln+’,E Z:+I(M,
M0, Hn(N)) by Lenima 8.1, and Or determines an obstruction

lôiI E Z:+I(L, Lo, H n(N)).
LEMMA 16.1. The homomorphism i* maps lô-f 1 into ln+’ Le.

ln+1 - r*in+l.81’ 0 
Proof. By the definition of 10i1, we have

for every cE Cn+1(L). This proves the lemma.
THEOREM 16.2. For each integer n, the homomorphism

maps the presentable subgroup and the regular subgroup into such
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Hence r" + 1 induces a homomorphism

Proof. That Tn + 1 maps pne+1 (M, Mo, Hn(N)) into Pn+1(L, Lo,
H n(N)) is a direct conséquence of Lemma 16.1. If 9 Mn -+ N
is regular, i.e. 01 Mo = 0, so is 8ï. Hence Tn + 1 maps Rn+1(M, Mo,
Hn(N)) into Rn+1(L, L0, Hn(N)). This complètes the proof.
Now let 0, (! : M -&#x3E; N be equivariant chain transformations and

D : 0 1 Mn-1  (! 1 Mn-l be an equivariant chain homotopy
def ined on Mn-1. The triple (0, e, D) détermines an obstruction
$# E Zne(M, Mo, Hn(N)). Call DT = DT j 1 ln-l. Then DT : 01’ 1 Ln-l
= ei 1 ln-l and the triple (8t, eT, DT) détermines an obstruction
EDT E Z:(L, Lo, H n(N)).
LEMMA 16.3. -The homomorphism 1’* maps ED into T’ i.e.

$n * $nEDT = T*ED.
Proof. By définition of Dr , we have

for every CE Cn(L). This proves the Lemma.
Analogous to Theorem 16.2, one can prove the following
THEOREM 16.4. For each integer n, the homomorphism

maps the presentable subgroup and the regular subgroup into such.
Hence T: induces a homomorphism

17. Augmentable abstract complexes

Following Eilenberg [1, p.879], let K be a collection of abstract
elements QQ called cells. With each cell there is associated an

integer q h 0 called the dimension of ail. To any two cells all+lt
ail e K there corresponds an integer [QQ+1 : arQ] called the incidence
number. K will be called a ( closure finite) abtsract complex provided
the incidence numbers satisfy the following conditions:

(17.1) Given °«+1’ [Oq+1: arq] /= 0 only for a finite number of q-
cells a t1;
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The q-cells aQ are taken as free generators of an abelian group
Cf/.(K), the group of (integral) q-chains of K. The boundary operator
a is a homomorphism.

defined for each generator aQ as

Condition (17.1) justifies the définition (17.4) and condition (17.2)
implies that aa = 0.
For each integral 0-chain c == 1 ajorl E Co(K), define 7(c) == a,.

The abstract complex is said to bc augmentable if I(ac) = 0 for
every c e C1(K). All abstract complexes considered hereafter in
this section are assumed to be augmentable.
For a given augmentable abstract complex K, let us define

a Mayer chain complex M = Mx as follows: Take Cq(M) = Ca(K)
for each q &#x3E; 0; define C_1(M) to be the additive group of integers;
and let Cq(M) = 0 for every q  -- 1. For the boundary homo-
morphisms

we extend those of K by defining ac = I(c) E C_1(M) for each
c e Co(M) and ac = 0 for every c e C.(M) with dimension q  0.

We shall say that W operates on the augmentable abstract
complex K (on the left), provided that W operates on the as-
sociated Mayer chain complex MK in such a way that wc = c
for every CE C_1(MK) and every w E W.
Assume that K be an augmentable abstract complex with

operators W and M = MK. We shall use the following notation:

for each dimension q, where HQ(M) is defined in § 3. It is easy
to see that the group Ho(K), defined by (17.5), is the usual

reduced 0-th homology group of K.
Let Mo denote the (- 1 )-dimensional skeleton NI-1 of M = MK.

For an arbitrary abelian group G with left operators W, we denote

for each dimension q, where Hs(M, Mo, G) is defined in § 5.

It is easy to see that, for each q &#x3E; 0, the group Hqe(K, G), defined
by (17.6), is exactly the same as defined by Eilenberg, [1, p. 383 ] .
Now let K’ be another augmentable abstract complex with
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operators PF and M’ = MK,. We shall use the following notations’:

and siinilar notations for the presentable and the regular subgroups
of§9.

Since both C_1(iBf) and C-1(M’ ) are the group of integers, we
can identify M0 with M’0 C M’. This gives an identity chain
transformation

which is obviously equivariant. K is said to llavc index &#x3E; ît witl
respect to K’ if t has an equivariant extension i* : Mn -&#x3E; M’.

In the remainder of the present section, we shall assume that
W operates freely on K, i.e. JV operates freely. on Cq(K) for each
q &#x3E; 0. .

’fHEOUElBI 17.1. 1’he following statements are equivalent:--
(i) K has indetlJ &#x3E;’n with ’respect to K’.

(ii) Every ohai-n transformnation r : M0 -&#x3E;, M’ !las aii equivariant
catcrtsion T* : M- -&#x3E; M’.

(iii) J"+’(K, Hq(K’)) = 0 f or every q  ’ne

Proof. (i) -&#x3E; (ii). Since both C-1(M) and C-1(M’} arc tlie group
of integers, T : M0 -&#x3E; M’ is determined by the iiiteger a - r(i ),
nanlely, r =--= ccc. Hence r lias an equivariunt extension

i* - at Mn -&#x3E; M’. That (ii) and (iii) arc equivalent follows
froll1 successive application of ’l’heorenl 11.7. Q.E.D.
The followiiig thcorCIH is an immediate application of § 11.
THEOREM 17.2. Jf]{ has index &#x3E; n with respect to K’, then the

obsti-iietion I. 1 determines an eleitient (not depeiiditio, on thc choice
of’ i * ) Xn+1(K, Il ’ ) of Jn+1(K, H/n(K’)). K has index &#x3E; n + 1 1.cith

respect to K’ il and only if xn+l(K, K’) - 0.
THEOREM 17.3. Il K has index &#x3E; ’n with respect to K’, theït the

group Jen+1(K, Hn(K’)) is cyclic and is generated by X"+1(K, K’).
Proof. By Theorem 17.1, every chain tranisformation i : M0-&#x3E;M’

is n-extellsible over M. Denoting by Q0 tlie group of all chailll

transformations i: 1110 --&#x3E; M’. Tlieii Do is a free cyclic group with
i M0 --&#x3E;- M’ as a generator. According to theorem 11.7

Jn+1 (K, Hn(K’» :=-7. Jn+1(M, il! 0’ Hn(M,)) = À &#x3E; «?0 1 ’

and X71+1(K, J{/) == Pn(t) by definition. ’I’his proves tlie theorenl.

Now let KJV clellotc the standard associnted cottlplcx w-ith

operators II’, [1, p. 394. ’fhcn Kiv is augmentale; Il’ opcrntcs
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freely onKw; and Hq(Kw) = 0 for every dimension q in the sense
of (17.5), [2, p. 60].
An augmentable abstract complex K is said to have rank &#x3E; n

if Kw has index &#x3E; n with respect to K. We shall use the notation

’rhe following corollary is an immediate result of the ’fheorenl
17.1-17.3.

COROLLARY 17.4. K has rank &#x3E; n i f and only i f Jq+1(W,
Hq(K)) = 0 for each q  n. Then K deterwmines an element

xn+1(K) = xn+1(KfV’ K) o f Jn+’(W, Hn(K ) ) called the (n + 1 )-
dimensional characteristic elen1e11t K, and the group Jn+1(W, Hn(K))
is cyclic with Xn+1(K) as genel’ator.
As before, let llf = MK and denote by L the corresponding

Mayer chain complex of the abstract complex Kw. Let Lo = L-1
and Mo = M-1. Since both C_1(L) and C_1(M) are the group of
integers, we may identify Lo with 1B10. Let

denote the identity chain transformations, which are clearly
equi variant. Let us use the nota.tion:

THEOREM 17.5. If jq+l (W, Hq(K)) = 0 = Jae{Kn, Ha(K)) for
evel’Y q  n, then both i and i are equivariantly -n-extensible over L
and M respectively. For arbitrary equivariant extensions

of i and j, the composed chain transformations j *i* 1 L n-1 and
i*j* 1 Mn-1 are both eqivariantly chain honzotopic with the iden-
tities relative to Lo = Mo.
The above tlieoreni is an easy consequence of the Theorems

11.7 and 13.1 under tlie hypothesis of the theorem together with
the fact that Hq(L) = 0 for every dimension q.

Followiiig Eilenberg [1, p. 395J, w-e adopt the notation

for each dimemsiom q and every coefficient group G with W as
left operators. According to § 6 and § 7, Theorem 17.5 gives
immediately the fotlowing
COROLLARY 17.6. If ]Q+1(W, Hq(K)} -=-= 0 = 3:(Kn, Hq(K))

for every q  11, any equitvariant extension i* : L’ -&#x3E; M induces
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isomo.rphisms o f H:(K, G) onto Hqe (Kw, G) and o f Hq(K) onto

H(l(K) for every q  n; hence

(17.6) H.OE(K, G) /= HQ(W, G), (0  q  n),
(17.7) HQ(K) = 0, (o  q  n).
THEOREM 17.7. T’he lollotving statements are equivalent :

(i) Jq+1(W, Hq(K) ) = 0 = 3:(Kn, H,,(K»), (0  q  n).
(ii) HQ(K) = 0, (0 q  n).
(iii) Ha+1(W, HQ(K)) = 0= Hqe(K, H(l(K», (0  q  n).
(iv) Htl(K, Hq(K» = 0, (0  q  n).

Proof. That (i) - (ii) follows from Corollary 17.6. That

(ii) --&#x3E; (iii) and (iii) - (i) is obvious. If we take W to be the

group consisting of a single element 1, then (iii) becomes (iv).
Hence (ii) and (iv) are also equivalent. Q.E.D.

Tulane University.
New Orleans, La.
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Berichtigungen zu: Spezielle Flächen mit Flachpunkten
und ihre lokale Verbiegbarkeit

Von Rudolf J. Hoesli, Zürich. (Vol. VIII, 113)
Die FuBnote ") muB lauten:

23) D.h. daB fitr Ql a"ein sozusagen der "Satz von Beez" Gültigkeit besäBe ! !
Vgl. in diesem Zusammenhang den Satz H im § 8.
Gilt vielleicht: Die Flache z = qq(P+I) (xi, x2, ..., xd-1) + ... im Rd ist im allg.
ln der Umg. von xi = zt = ... = xd- = 0 im Kleinen unverbiegbar, falls p &#x3E; 1
oder d &#x3E; 8’ Mit andern Worten: Ist die Flache im allg. dann und nur dann im
Kleinen verbiegbar, wenn p = 1 und d = 8?
Druckfehler:
Seite 128, 10. Zeile von unten, mu8 lauten :
Es muB a" /= 0 sein, denn für an = 0 folgt ans {(32n-4)
Seite 185, FuBnote 41):
Auf Grund van § 1. B, anstatt: auf Grund von § 1. A

(Eingegangen den 18. August 1950)


